Cloud-based Enterprise PST Migration
to Microsoft Office 365™
TransVault has pioneered
the migration market
space and has produced
a benchmark whereby all
migration companies are
measured.

TRANSVAULT PST INSIGHT DELIVERS UNPARALLED ANALYSIS,
MANAGEMENT AND SCALABILITY FOR TACKLING ENTERPRISE PST
FILES AND INDIVIDUAL PST CONTENTS.
TO THE CLOUD. FROM THE CLOUD.
Many organizations planning an on-premises Exchange upgrade or a switch to
the Cloud seek an opportunity to eliminate the costs, support overheads and data
management risks associated with PST files. But sometimes the challenge is too big!
TransVault PST Insight is an advanced, enterprise-level solution that enables PST
contents to be analyzed and selectively migrated to Microsoft Exchange or Office 365.
™

TransVault PST Insight addresses the many challenges of handling large PST estates,
delivering powerful analysis, item-level capture, de-duplication and migration,
together with advanced automation and monitoring.....all delivered as a convenient
and highly-scalable Cloud-based service.

Get Clear Visibility: Whether on file servers,
local disks, office-based PCs or roving laptops,
TransVault PST Insight gives you a detailed
view of your enterprise PST content with the
ability to drill into areas of interest:
• What items are older than your
organization’s retention policy?
• Is there business data such as
spreadsheets that should be secured?
• Is evidence relevant to an eDiscovery
exercise out there?
‘Top offenders’, graphs and management reports
help determine what action, if any, to take.
Granular Control: Following analysis, you can
use PST Insight to enforce policies to manage
and migrate your data in line with business,
operational and compliance needs and filter
according to many criteria including age, size,
owner, sender, message class, attachments, etc.
Example policies and commands include:
Copy contents less than 3 months old
into Primary mailboxes.
Delete contents older than 7 years ‘in situ’.
Move other content to In-Place Archives.
Re-hydrate any legacy shortcuts in PSTs.
Copy selected contents to a given
location (e.g. for Early Case Assessment).
Move with Confidence: PST Insight monitors
every aspect of your PST management activity,
with real time data movement tracking and
detailed reports to give you peace of mind your
PSTs are getting under control.
Ensure Zero User Impact: A further challenge
when tackling PST projects of this scope is that of
locked files: If a user has his/her PST file open in
Outlook, access by other agents is blocked.
TransVault PST Insight is designed to be able to
scan locked PST files and collect copies of emails
without stopping end users from working.

Unparalelled Scalability: PST Insight has
been designed with a highly scalable yet lowfootprint framework that eases the process of
locating and interacting with PST files across
complex and/or distributed environments.
And, with PST Insight in Azure you can ease
deployment and distribution for optimum
ingestion speeds with minimal network impact
and rollout times.
Cope With Complexity: Tricky issues such as
determining ownership and removing passwords
are automatically taken care of. And, if a legacy
email archive has led to shortcuts in PSTs, PST
Insight gives you the option to delete them or
replace them with the full item before migration.
PST Insight can also detect duplicate PSTs,
avoiding multiple copies of the same item being
migrated and saving lots of time, expense and
end user confusion.
Manage PSTs in Place: PST Insight lets
you manage PSTs ‘in situ’ using a range of
commands which can be deployed as one-off
actions or enforced as ongoing policies, these
include:
Maintain a central backup copy
Delete specified items (e.g. emails older
than 5 years)
Flag all newly created content
At all times PST Insight keeps track of activity,
providing progress updates and reports to
demonstrate policy enforcement.
No other PST management and migration
solution gives you as much power to cope with
the PST challenge.

www.TransVault.com

Driven by a pressing legal requirement, a leading
US loan company had an urgent need to collect
all PSTs across the network and migrate them to
a centralized repository so they could perform
eDiscovery on the contents.

This is a weight off the IT
department’s minds because
they are not required to prepare
users for the data collection
process. It also eases the
concern amongst legal teams,
who will generally be focussed
on making sure no salient data
is missed during the PST project,
an oversight that can lead to
further legal expenses.
Scott Hyman,
Senior Consultant at
Integro,

FACTS & FIGURES
Reduced data to be moved by 90%
10,000 PSTs scanned
PSTs centralized for eDiscovery

At first glance, the company believed it had
around 7,000 PST files to deal with. However,
these were estimates and did not take into
consideration all the duplicate files that existed
as a consequence of backups. Furthermore, not
all locations within the company’s network had
been properly scanned for PSTs.
Using PST Insight, TransVault Partner, Integro,
actually discovered their client had almost
10,000 PSTs in total….
With this amount of data to be pulled back
across its network for analysis, the company
potentially faced what could be an extremely
lengthy and disruptive investigation period.
TM

Using TransVault PST Insight, Integro was able
to start culling the data set before migration,
thereby minimizing what needed to be dealt
with.
After all of the customer PST files were located,
Integro started scanning the contents for all
emails sent or received between March 2010 and
October 2012. They were then able to collect
the date relevant emails into a central location,
making them available to their customer’s
eDiscovery application.
Additionally by eliminating duplicates, the
customer only needed to transfer around 850GB
of data across their network.
This was one tenth of what otherwise would
have needed to be collected - massively
reducing the amount of data to be pulled across
the network and speeding up eDiscovery times.

TO THE CLOUD. FROM THE CLOUD.

Builds on the experience gained from 1,350+
migration projects to deliver unmatched results.
Eliminates the time and expense involved in onpremises server configuration.
Gived unrivalled visibility of the actial contents of
your PST files.

The task of ingesting of highly distributed
PST content into Microsoft Office 365 can
be costly and complex - both in planning
and execution.
TransVault Insight in Azure eliminates
these barriers, leveraging the Azure cloud
topology to achieve maximum enterprise
scalability.

Minimizes data volumes to be transferred by
enabling selective migrations.
Policy-based migrations to primary Microsoft Office
365 mailboxes or In-Place Archives.
Ensures a seamless experience for end-users with
automatic shortcut handling and zero downtime.

PST

Meet compliance needs with confidence via our full
auditing and reporting to prove chain-of-custody.
Professional services available through a select
global network of TransVault certified partners.

ABOUT TRANSVAULT
Since 2007 TransVault has led the market with its highly
specialized email archive migration solutions for the enterprise.

You’re 3 Easy Steps Away from a
FREE TransVault PST Insight Scan

When businesses encounter technological change brought on
by a merger or acquisition, a planned shift to the Cloud, or the
obsolescence of their archive or storage solution—they turn to
TransVault to preserve accessibility to their business records.

Profile an unlimited amount of PSTs, generate unlimited

Over 1,350 customers from around the world have relied on
the TransVault architecture to protect the integrity of their
valuable legacy data whilst ensuring chain-of-custody, faultless
eDiscovery and seamless user accessibility—no matter the
complexity of the migration, nor the archive platform.

1) Go to: www.TransVault.com/movemypsts

TransVault products are available through a global network of
partners. For more information contact TransVault at
Info@TransVault.com or visit www.TransVault.com

Alternatively visit the Microsoft Azure
Marketplace and start your move today.

management reports and copy 200,000 messages into
Office 365.

2) Register
3) Click

